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obtain partial results towards Theorem 2. The first- and the third-named authors were then
able to use Theorem 1 to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
1. INTRODUCTION
As usual, let OF denote the ring of algebraic integers of a number field F.
Let NK be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G.
In tame (relative) Galois module theory we study the structure of ON as an
OK[G]-module. We shall say that NK has a trivial Galois module struc-
ture whenever ON is a free OK[G]-module, i.e., ON has a normal integral
basis over OK . A classical result is the triviality of the Galois module struc-
ture for any finite tame abelian extension of Q. This is known as the
HilbertSpeiser theorem. It is proved by imbedding any finite tame abelian
extension N of Q into a cyclotomic extension Q(‘m) with m square free. A
normal integral basis is then generated by the trace of ‘m in ON .
Definition. We say that a number field K is a HilbertSpeiser field if
each finite tame abelian extension NK has a trivial Galois module structure.
What are the obstructions for a number field K to being a
HilbertSpeiser field? The class number of a HilbertSpeiser field K must
be 1. If the class number is not 1 then from [8] one obtains quadratic
extensions of K which are tame and do not even admit a relative integral
basis, much less a normal integral basis. In [18] the problem of Galois
module structure for quadratic extensions is completely solved by consider-
ing Swan modules. In the thesis [13] (cf. [14]) of the second named
author, Swan modules are used to study Galois module structure of
Kummer extensions of prime degree. In this article we use tame extensions
of prime degree and Swan modules to obtain certain groups as obstructions
to a number field being a HilbertSpeiser field. In fact, our method also
allows us to treat Swan modules for elementary abelian groups.
For any ring E, let E* denote its multiplicative group of units. For each
prime l and positive integer n let OK =OKlnOK and Vl n=OK *Im(O*K).
Theorem 1. Let K be a HilbertSpeiser number field. Then:
(i) The class number of K is 1;
(ii) For each odd prime l, the exponent of the group Vl divides
(l&1)22;
(iii) The group V2 is trivial.
Of course, Q satisfies these conditions. For each number field K{Q we
shall find a prime l such that the group Vl does not meet the condition (ii)
of Theorem 1. Thus we shall obtain
Theorem 2. Among all number fields, the field Q is the only
HilbertSpeiser field.
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We briefly digress to discuss the non-tame case. For NK a finite Galois
extension (not necessarily tame) of number fields with Galois group G, we
let ANK=[x # K[G] : ON xON] be its associated order in the group
algebra K[G]. Of course, ANK=OK[G] if and only if NK is at most
tamely ramified. We may study the structure of ON as an ANK -module. We
now say that NK has a trivial Galois module structure whenever ON is a
free ANK -module. We state Leopoldt’s generalization of the Hilbert
Speiser theorem.
Leopoldt’s Theorem. Let NQ be a finite abelian extension. Then ON is
a free ANQ-module.
This theorem is proved in [6] by explicit descriptions of the associated
order and a Galois generator using the KroneckerWeber theorem. We
may regard this classical result as an integral Galois version of the
KroneckerWeber theorem. There is another proof of Leopoldt’s theorem
in [7].
In the case of complex multiplication, i.e., for an imaginary quadratic
number field, we have an analogue of the KroneckerWeber theorem. This
is the famous Kronecker Jugendtraum. Whereas we have an integral Galois
version of the KroneckerWeber theorem, i.e., Leopoldt’s theorem, there
can be no integral Galois version of the Kronecker Jugendtraum (in view
of Theorem 2). However, certain families of extensions arising from com-
plex multiplication do admit trivial Galois module structure. In this regard
we refer the reader to [2, 15], for families of extensions NK where N and
K are certain ray classfields of imaginary quadratic number fields. Similar
results are also in [1, 17]. It should also be remarked that elliptic Swan
modules play a crucial role in [1]. Moreover, none of these extensions are
tame.
As for cyclotomic fields, we should note the important result in [3]:
Each extension NK, where both N and K are cyclotomic fields, has a
trivial Galois module structure.
The outline of the article is as follows: In Section 2 we consider Swan
modules and realizable classes for tame elementary abelian extensions. In
Section 3 we obtain a nontrivial lower bound for the Swan subgroup. In
Section 4 we consider the problem of HilbertSpeiser number fields and
prove Theorems 1 and 2.
2. SWAN MODULES AND REALIZABLE CLASSES
Let Fl n denote the field of ln elements where l is a prime number and n
is a positive integer. Let G=F+l n denote the additive group of this field and
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C=F*l n denote the multiplicative group. Now C is a group of
automorphisms of G via multiplication.
Let K be an algebraic number field and let L range over all Galois exten-
sions of K with Galois group isomorphic to G. Then the extension LK is
tame (i.e., at most tamely ramified) if and only if OL is a locally free OK[G]-
module. Therefore when LK is tame, OL yields a ‘‘Galois module class’’ in
the class group Cl(OK[G]). Following McCulloh [10] we denote by R the
set of those classes in Cl(OK[G]) which are realizable as Galois module
classes of rings of integers OL in tame Galois extensions LK with
Gal(LK)$G. An excellent account of the theory of Galois module struc-
ture is given by Fro hlich in [5].
McCulloh gives an explicit description of R for G. To state his descrip-
tion we first note that C is a group of automorphisms of OK[G] that fix OK .
Hence, Cl(OK[G]) is a Z[C]-module. For $ # C, let t($) denote the least
non-negative residue (mod l ) of Tr($), where Tr: Fl n  Fl (=ZlZ) is the
trace. Let
%= :
$ # C
t($) $&1 # Z[C],
and
J=Z[C](%l ) & Z[C],
the Stickelberger ideal of Z[C]. Then the main result of [10] is
Theorem (McCulloh). If G is elementary abelian,
R=Cl 0 (OK[G])J,
where Cl 0 (OK[G]) is the kernel of the map Cl(OK[G])  Cl(Ok) induced by
the augmentation map OK[G]  OK .
In [9] McCulloh treats the case n=1, that is G is cyclic of prime order,
under the additional hypothesis that the field K contains the lth roots of
unity. In [10] McCulloh removes this restriction and generalizes to
elementary abelian groups. There is an analogue in [11] of these results for
general finite abelian groups, however we will not use that result here.
Let =: Z[C]  Z denote the augmentation from Z[C] to Z. Then as J
is a Z[C]-ideal we may compute its image under =. Specifically we have
Lemma 3. If l n > 2 then =(J) = l n&1 ((l&1)2) Z. If l n = 2 then
=(J)=Z.
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Proof. We note that Tr: Fl n  Fl is a surjective homomorphism of
Fl -vector spaces. Therefore
=(%)= :
$ # C
t($)=l n&1 :
l&1
a=1
a=l n&1 (l(l&1)2).
Since J=Z[C](%l ) & Z[C], we have =(J)(l n&1 (l&1)2) Z.
If l n=2, then %=1 and J=Z. To show that =(J)$(l n&1 (l&1)2) Z
when l n>2, we exhibit a specific element of J whose augmentation is
l n&1 (l&1)2.
Let NC=$ # C $ # Z[C]. Note that NC x==(x)NC for all x # Z[C].
Therefore
y=NC(%l )=(l n&1 (l&1)2) NC # Z[C]
whenever l n>2. Moreover,
=(l n&1%& y)=l n&1l n (l&1)2&(l n&1 (l&1)2)(l n&1)=l n&1 (l&1)2.
If ln>2 then l n&1%& y # J and so =(J)=(l n&1 (l&1)2) Z.
The Swan subgroup, T, of Cl(OK[G]) is formed by classes of Swan
modules (s, 7)=sOK[G]+7OK[G] where s in OK is relatively prime to the
order of G and 7 is the sum of the elements of the group G. Swan modules
are easily shown to be locally free OK[G]-ideals. Swan classes were first
extensively studied by S. V. Ullom in [20]. The MayerVietoris sequence
that provides the simplest description of the Swan subgroup was originally
obtained in [12]. The key properties of the Swan subgroup used in this
article are the exact MayerVietoris sequence of ReinerUllom and the
convenient description of the Swan subgroup it yields. Consider the fiber
product where , and , are the canonical quotient maps, = is the augmenta-
tion map, and = is induced by the augmentation map:
OK[G] w
,
OK[G]OK7=1
= =
OK w
,
OK =OK mOK ,
where m is the order of G. For our purposes m will always be l n where l
is a prime and n is an integer and G is elementary abelian of this order.
Then the result in [12] applied to this case is: There is an exact Mayer
Vietoris sequence,
O*K _1* w
h
OK * w
$ D(OK[G])  D(1 )D(OK)  0,
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where the kernel group, D, is the subgroup of the class group consisting of
those classes that become trivial under extension of scalars to the maximal
order, and the map h is given by h([u, v])=u = (v)&1 where u denotes the
image of u # O*K under the canonical reduction map.
In this exact sequence, the image of s # OK* under $ is the Swan class
[s, 7], the class of the Swan module (s, 7). Hence TD, and
T$OK*h(O*K _1*)$OK *Im(O*K) = (1*) (1)
where Im(O*K) denotes the image of O*K in OK *.
Denote by T (l n&1(l&1)2) those elements [M] # T such that [M]=
[N] (l n&1(l&1)2) for some [N] # T. Further, denote by T J the image of the
Stickelberger ideal J defined above on the Swan subgroup in the class
group Cl(OK[G]). It should be noted that T is a Z[C]-submodule of D.
Using Lemma 3, we prove
Proposition 4. If G is elementary abelian of order l n, then the Swan
subgroup T has the property that T l n&1(l&1)2R & D if l n>2, and
TR & D if l n=2.
Proof. By McCulloh’s Theorem, R=Cl 0 (OK[G])J. Since TD and
DCl 0 (OK[G]), we conclude that T JR & D.
We will show that C acts trivially on T, and therefore T J=T =(J) where
=: Z[C]  Z is the augmentation map. Then the proposition will follow
immediately from Lemma 3.
Let [s, 7]=[sOK[G]+OK7] # T for some s such that (s, l )=1, and let
$ # CAut(G). Since $ is an automorphism of G, $ permutes the sum-
mands of 7 and therefore acts trivially on OK[G] 7=OK 7, and $ also
maps sOK[G] to itself, whence [s, 7]$=[s, 7]. Thus C acts trivially on T
and the proof is complete.
We note that for l n=l{2, that is for cyclic groups of odd prime order,
Proposition 4 is proved in [13, 14] for Kummer extensions. In [18] it is
proved that T=DR if l n=2.
3. NONTRIVIAL LOWER BOUNDS FOR SWAN SUBGROUPS
In this section we give a nontrivial lower bound for T. We denote by
Im(O*K) the image of O*K under the canonical homomorphism OK 
OKl nOK . Recall that Vl n=OK*Im(O*K). The lower bound for T is obtained
from
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Theorem 5. There is a natural surjective map T  V l n&1l n .
The proof of this theorem depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 6. If # # 1* then = (#) l n&1 # Im(O*K).
Proof. Recall that C=F*l n acts as a group of automorphisms of G, and
hence of OK[G] and of 1=OK[G]OK7.
We first claim that = induces an isomorphism 1 C$OK . Write e for the
identity element of G. Then C fixes e and permutes the other elements of
G transitively, so OK[G]C=OKe+OK7. Now taking C-cohomology of the
exact sequence
0  OK 7  OK[G]  1  0
yields
0  OKe  1 C  H1 (C, OK 7).
But H1 (C, OK7)=Hom(C, OK 7)=0, so this proves the claim.
Now let N be the norm map 1*  (1 C)*$O*K defined by N(#)=
>$ # C #$. For every # # 1 and $ # C, we have = (#$)== (#), and so
= (#)l n&1== (N(#)) # Im(O*K).
This proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 5. By (1) we have
T$OK *Im(O*K) = (1*)$Vl n (= (1*)Im(O*K)).
With this identification, Lemma 6 shows that raising to the l n&1 power
induces the desired surjection T  V l n&1l n , and the proof of Theorem 5 is
complete.
Remarks. The case when n=1 and l=2 was treated in [18]. The case
n=1 and l{2 was treated in [13] (cf. [14]) for Kummer extensions.
Swan modules for totally real subfields of a cyclotomic field of prime con-
ductor are considered in a forthcoming article [16] by the fourth named
author.
We close this section by mentioning results for T(Z[G]), the classical
case. The Swan subgroup T(Z[G]) has been explicitly computed for the
groups G considered here. First, it is well known that if G is cyclic then
T(Z[G]) is trivial (see [4, Sect. 54], for example). In the case G is elemen-
tary abelian of order l n, l{2, n>1, it is shown in [20] that T(Z[G]) is
cyclic of order l n&1 with generator [1+l, 7]. In the case G is a noncyclic
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group of order 2n with exponent dividing 4 then it is shown in [20] that
T(Z[G]) is cyclic of order 2n&2 with generator [5, 7]. In general, the
Swan subgroup T(Z[G]) for any finite l-group is determined by a theorem
of M. J. Taylor (cf. [19]).
4. APPLICATION TO HILBERTSPEISER FIELDS
In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. If G is elementary abelian of
order l n>2 then by Proposition 4 we have T l n&1(l&1)2R & D and by
Theorem 5 there is a surjective map T  V ln&1ln . Therefore we have the
following
Corollary 7. If G is elementary abelian of order l n>2 then R & D is
nontrivial if V (l n&1) l n&1(l&1)2l n is nontrivial. If G is cyclic of order 2 then
R & D is nontrivial if V2 is nontrivial.
Of course, Corollary 7 (with n=1) immediately implies Theorem 1. We
now proceed to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose K is a number field bigger than Q. For
any prime number l, recall that Vl=(OKlOK)*Im(O*K). Our strategy will be
to find l such that the condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is violated, by the simple
device that there is a prime q dividing the order of Vl but not dividing l&1.
This will be done in Proposition 9 below; Lemma 8 provides some Galois
theoretic preliminaries. Let Q denote a fixed algebraic closure of Q. If m>1
let +m denote the group of m th roots of unity.
Lemma 8. Suppose K is a number field, K{Q. Then there are a rational
prime q and an element { # Gal(Q Q) such that, if d is the least positive
integer such that {d=1 on K,
(1) d>1,
(2) { has order exactly d in Gal(Q(+q)Q),
(3) {d=1 on K((O*K)1q, +q).
Proof. Let L denote the Galois closure of K, and let {0 be an element
of Gal(LQ) which is not the identity on K (this is where we use that
K{Q). Let d be the least positive integer such that {d0 |K=1.
Choose a rational prime q, unramified in L, such that q#1 (mod d ).
Then L & Q(+) is an everywhere-unramified abelian extension of Q, so
L & Q(+q)=Q and we can choose {1 # Gal(Q Q) such that {1|L={0 , and
the image of {1 in Gal(Q(+q)Q) has order exactly d.
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It follows that {d1 is the identity on K(+q). Hence the restriction of {
d
1 to
the field K((O*K)1q, +q) lies in the group Gal(K((O*K)1q, +q) K(+q)), which is
an elementary abelian q-group. Since q is prime to d, one can now see that
{={q1 has all the desired properties.
Proposition 9. Suppose K is a number field, K{Q. Then there are
rational primes q and l such that q divides the order of Vl but q does not
divide l&1.
Proof. Let q, { and d be as in Lemma 8. By C8 ebotarev’s density
theorem, we can choose a rational prime l different from q, unramified in
L, and a prime $ of Q above l, such that the Frobenius of * in
Gal(L((O*L)1q, +q)Q) is the restriction of {.
It follows from (1) and (2) of Lemma 8 that q divides ld&1 but q does
not divide l&1 (since { restricted to Q(+q) is just the Frobenius of l on
Q(+q), the order of l modulo q is exactly d ).
Let k* denote the residue field of K at the prime *K below *. Lemma 8
shows that the Frobenius of * in Gal(L((O*K)1q, +q)K) is the restriction of
{d, the smallest power of { that fixes K. We then deduce from Lemma 8(3)
that the Frobenius of * in Gal(K((O*K)1q, +q)K) is the identity. Thus *K
splits completely in K((O*K)1q, +q)K, and this implies that all global units
of K reduce to q th powers in k* . Therefore, k** (k**)q is a quotient of Vl .
But it also follows from Lemma 8 that [k* : Fl]=d. Thus k** has order
divisible by q, and so does Vl .
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